East Lyme Aquatic & Fitness Center
Reopening Procedure November 30, 2020
We will continue to monitor state guidelines and update our practices as the current
climate evolves. This version updated 12.2.20 7:00am
*UPDATED* “UPDATED” Session TransitionEach reservation period will run back to back. We will utilize 4 sides of the pool to facilitate
group changes, alternating groups in the shallow/deep end, and east/west side. When arriving
please utilize unoccupied bleachers either at the ends of the pool, or on the sides; lanes 1-4 on
side with pool stairs, lanes 5-8 on side with chair lift. END TIMES must be strictly adhered to
so that everyone gets their allotted time. The red pace clocks are keepers of time, starting and
stopping each reservation period. The rst group of the morning will be stationed at the
shallow end of the pool, the second group will be stationed at the deep end of the pool, and
this will alternate through reservation periods. MASKS are required any time a patron is not in
the water, including immediately upon exit from the pool. Our sanitizing practices will take
place after each group leaves their stations in preparation for the next group that will use that
area of the pool. You may only stop at your starting end of the pool, please design workouts
accordingly.
UPDATED hoursWeekday mornings - 8 Reservations Available each time period
6:00-6:45
6:45-7:30
7:30-8:15
8:15-9:00
9:00-9:45
9:45-10:30
10:30-11:15
11:15-12:00
Weekday evenings- 8 Reservations Available each time period
Monday/Wednesday/Thursday 7:15-8:00, 8:00-8:45
Tuesday 6:15-7:00, 7:00-7:45, 7:45-8:30
Friday 5:15-6:00, 6:00-6:45, 6:45-7:30, 7:30-8:15
Saturday afternoon- 8 Reservations Available each time period
12:15-1:00
1:00-1:45
1:45-2:30
2:30 - 3:15
3:15-4:00
Promotional Reservations Rate
We will continue to o er the 15 reservations for $100 promotion in December. Please register
for this program by 3:00 pm Sunday 11/29/20 in order to use the promotional value for your
reservations this week.
Register HERE
https://eastlymeaquatics.recdesk.com/Community/Program
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Reservations Availability
*NEW* additional spaces are available immediately. We cannot accommodate lane changes at
this time, but if you need to cancel a reservation due to nding another time, please email
eastlymeaquaticsand tness@gmail.com Cancellations will receive account credit, but not a
refund.

• Each patron will reserve a lane via online reservations system for a 45 minute workout
period. Reservations are available through our website. Each lane reservation has a
fee of $10 per visit. Patrons will be limited to one reservation slot per day at this time.
Reservations must be placed online and paid for electronically. Lane reservations will
be available for sign-up weekly beginning on Sunday.
• Exit from the pool will be staged through the rear emergency exit doors for deep end
assigned lanes and the through the side emergency exit door for shallow end lane
assignments during 5 minutes following the 45 minute pool time. Cloth face
coverings must be worn and social distancing must be observed.
• The locker rooms will be closed throughout this time. Patrons must arrive to the pool
in their swimming attire recently showered and must leave the pool without changing.
Each lane will have an assigned, distanced space available on bleachers to store their
belongings while utilizing the pool. Social distancing must be observed in all spaces
on the pool deck.
Reservations
A link to weekly reservations is now live at www.eastlymeaquatics.com, also can be
found by following this reservations link.
Credits on your account are able to be used for your reservation fees.
You may be prompted to create an account online the rst time you start a reservation.
Please contact the aquatic center via email if you have trouble accessing your account
eastlymeaquaticsand tness@gmail.com
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